Nature’s Pace Ipad Cases
Finished Size - Large - 8½”x10½”
- Small - 6½”x9"

These ipad cases have been made using a combination of techniques including stitchery, and needle-turn
applique, along with simple machine piecing. There are two sizes to choose from and could be used for carrying
projects, e-readers, ipads, diaries, or anything else you need stored!
This class will be focussing on needleturn applique and hand stitching. I will demonstrate how to complete the
case including putting the zipper in by hand.

Fabric Requirements
Large Case
Linen - 10" (25cm)
Lining - 10" (25cm) or fat quarter
Lightweight fusible fleece - 10" (25cm)
Zipper - 10" beige (I like Japanese ‘Inazuma’ brand)
Small Case
Linen - 8" (20cm)
Lining 8" (20cm) or fat eighth
Lightweight fusible fleece - 8" (20cm)
Zipper - 8" beige (I like Japanese ‘Inazuma’ brand)
APPLIQUE and pieced back for each case Bring scraps of small to medium prints, but as a guide Left scallop border - 4"x10" (or 3 of 4"x4")
Bird Body, tail and wings - 4 of 4"x4"
Leaf - 1 of 4"x4"
Flower - 1 of 4"x4"
Diamonds - 2 of 4"x4"
Word background - 1 of 4"x6"
Snail body - 1 of 1"x2½”
Snail shell - 1 of 4"x4"
Ladybug - 1 of 1"x1"
You will also need size 11 straw/milliners needles (long and thin), for
needleturn applique
size 8 embroidery needle (sharp with a more open eye)
for stitchery
roxanne's baste-it glue and/or small applique pins
Ceramic lead mechanical pencil with black and white lead
fine brown pigma pen (0.3mm)
cotton thread to match applique fabrics
(40 or 50wt cotton)
embroidery scissors
For the day –
light box if you have one
rotary cu er, ruler and mat

DMC thread - BLANC, 370 (green), 646 (grey),
3021 (dark grey/brown), 3790 (donkey brown),
3860 (purple)

